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“For the LORD is good; his steadfast
love endures forever, and his
faithfulness to all generations.”
Psalm 100:5

News
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“For a child
has been
born for us”
(Isaiah 9:6)

Wesley Impact! | Hello

F

amily is one of the most commonly articulated themes of
Christmas in our society. People travel across cities, countries
and continents to be with their families at Christmas, and the
joy and fulfilment this brings has long been celebrated in film, song
and written word.

However Christmas is often the
time when discord and despair
in families becomes more acute,
and when the lack of peace,
stability and wellbeing in a
family is especially apparent.
Jesus responded to families
in great distress and need
throughout his ministry. He
wept with Mary and Martha at
the loss of their brother Lazarus.
He took pity on the centurion
whose daughter had died and
on the Canaanite mother whose
daughter was in need.
In his actions we recognise the
importance of family, and the
benefit to individuals when their
family unit is strengthened or
restored.
This edition of Wesley Impact!
magazine follows the stories
of Carly and Taylor, each of
whose families faced enormous
hardship as they were growing
up. In Carly’s case it was the
drug addiction of her parents, in
Taylor’s, her mother’s struggle
with severe depression.
Both have experienced lifechanging support from Wesley
Brighter Futures and Wesley
Aunties & Uncles programs,
and hope to build positive
futures: for Carly as she raises
her young daughter, and Taylor
as she completes her first year
of university.

In particular, we rejoice with
Carly as she enjoys a closer
addiction-free relationship with
her parents this Christmas after
years of emotional distance.
And we gain encouragement
from Taylor’s bond with her
mother, who continues to
persevere in faith.
Jesus’ care and compassion for
families hit by difficulty prompts
us to do all we can to strengthen
the families around us who
struggle with illness, addiction
and loss. It should also remind
us that he sees the strength,
weakness and value in our own
families too, and is there to help
us to be thankful, strong and
sacrificial as we show his love
and care to them. We are also
called to reach out to those who
have no extended family.
May this Christmas be a season
of great joy for you and may this
edition of Wesley Impact! add to
your celebration of the coming
of Jesus Christ.

Rev Dr Keith V Garner
Superintendent/CEO
Wesley Mission

Wesley Impact! | Carly’s story

T

hroughout her teenage years, Carly had experienced the
Christmas season through the haze of addiction. But when
her baby Maya was born, the shackles of her drug and alcohol
addiction started to loosen as she found renewed strength to fight it.
For the first year in a long time, Carly will celebrate Christmas with
her partner, her now two-year-old daughter, and the parents and
siblings she has been estranged from for five years.
Carly, 19, is studying to be a
personal trainer. Her height and
inner drive makes her ideal for the
role. She talks about the future
with energy and enthusiasm: a far
cry from her damaging and
turbulent childhood.

attempts as a teenager. Although
she often told people she wanted
to change, deep down she knew
she was not serious.
The thought that she might never be
able to change weighed heavily on
her mind. Her world looked bleak. A
new arrival would change this view.

Her parents were drug addicts and
this created a relational chasm. She
“I had always been told that I could
remembers her mother’s years of
never get pregnant and so I was
addiction to speed and her father’s
really happy when I fell pregnant,”
abuse of marijuana and alcohol.
she said.
“In all those years, I never saw
Carly and her partner began a
the real them,” she said. “Dad
final and long struggle to separate
was always numb and hiding his
themselves from the drugs that
emotions with drugs.”
had dominated their lives.
Perhaps it is no wonder that Carly,
Soon baby Maya was born and
followed later by her brother, turned
yet the couple could not shed their
to drugs. She had been struggling
addictions. But there was hope:
with anxiety and depression and
Carly’s own mother had given up
when her grandfather suddenly
speed and encouraged Carly to try
died she took her first puff of
rehab again.
marijuana to ease the sorrow. She
was just 14, and her dabble soon When Carly was turned away from
the rehab program at the local
turned to addiction.
hospital she sat outside for days
“I just wanted to numb the pain,”
until they agreed to take her in.
she said.
“I told them if they didn’t help me,
Suddenly she felt she had an entrée
there was no way I could stop,”
to her parents’ world and had an
she said.
understanding of their emotional
state. With the exception of Carly’s Carly decided not to wean herself
older sister, she described herself off marijuana and alcohol by using
as part of a family of ‘users’ dealing replacement drugs or medication
for her depression.
with personal trauma.

The thought that
she might never
be able to change
weighed heavily on
her mind. Her world
looked bleak. A new
arrival would change
this view.
Months later Carly took her first
cautious steps outside the hospital,
moving from the temptation-free
world of the rehab program to
her local neighbourhood where
reminders of past chemical highs
lurked on every street corner.
Her partner was outside the
hospital to meet her, with Maya
in his arms. He had gone cold
turkey, all the while taking care of
the couple’s daughter. Carly had
nothing but respect for him.
“I felt like a weakling because I
needed the hospital to help me
and he didn’t,” she said.
Most people who give up addictive
drugs do not feel strong enough to
adjust to a brave new world. For
Carly the first casualty was her
relationship with her parents.
“The dynamic between us changed,”
she said. “Everything we had in
common disappeared and we
started to fight a lot.”

It was not long before Carly “I didn’t want to take any meds,”
went into rehab to try to kick her she said. “I wanted to do it clean. The tension and conflict turned
marijuana and alcohol addictions. It was a hard road but it’s what to violence in the family home.
The rehab failed as did two other I wanted.”
Carly fled and sought help: her
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relationship with her parents was moving forward,” Carly said.
on the Central Coast. He finally
in tatters and her stable life began
sought help for his addictions
“My parents were drug addicts
to fray.
and began a new drug-free life,
and my partner’s parents were
She was eventually referred to gambling addicts and so we never matching his wife’s progress.
Wesley Brighter Futures, a program had anyone to teach us when we Carly says seeing her parents
that supports struggling families to were growing up.
achieve a drug-free life has been a
make positive changes.
“I never had a bright mother figure revelation. It has also given her an
Jackie has been Carly’s case worker to guide me. But Jackie has been understanding of their true identity
and beliefs.
since February 2014. When Carly, that figure for me.”
her partner and Maya entered the
Jackie sought further drug and “Dad and I don’t know how to talk
program they had some serious
alcohol counselling for the couple to people or who to trust,” she said.
challenges.
“This was a big reason why we
continued to use all those years.

She was eventually referred to Wesley Brighter
Futures, a program that supports struggling
families to make positive changes

“When I first started to see their
good qualities I got really angry
because I saw everything I had
missed out on as a child.

“Carly and her partner were as well as relationship counselling. “But I’m not angry anymore
because understanding them
struggling to stay clean and were
The pair was living with Carly’s shows me how I want to raise
challenged by mental illness,”
partner’s parents which created Maya differently.”
Jackie said.
conflict.
The past six months have been
“It became clear how often Carly
Jackie sat with Carly and showed a time of healing for Carly and
had relapsed on drugs over the
her how to apply for housing. This her parents.
years and that was really the key
seemingly small step was to be a
issue we had to work on.
game changer for the couple in the It was with no small emotion that
the young woman finally heard her
“We did have some very difficult not too distant future.
parents say the words that had
conversations.”
With Jackie’s mentoring, Carly
been painfully absent for so long:
Carly had seen many other case began study to become a personal
“We’re proud of you.”
workers in previous years but none trainer. Her partner followed his
treated her with the same respect long-time culinary passion and With a lot of satisfaction, Carly
says she can now return the words.
Jackie had shown her.
began training to be a chef.
“Jackie showed me all the options
but also the consequences of not
6

Her father was also making “We can talk about anything these
significant changes in his own life days,” she said.

Wesley Impact! | Carly’s story

“It’s a real home
now for the three
of us—people visit
and we have some
great times.”

One day Carly received a call
from the Red Cross to say they
had allocated her a house for
two years. The housing application
which Jackie had helped her
to submit had been successful.

She remembers the moment with This year as the family sit down for
passion. “I was jumping up and Christmas lunch, alcohol will be
down and then crying,” Carly said. missing from the table and they
“Then I called my partner and I was
will not be feeling the effects of
crying again.
drugs. They will eat the delicious
“It’s a real home now for the three food, enjoy the conversation and
of us—people visit and we have appreciate what is truly important—
some great times.”
each other—and the freedom
The driving force now in Carly’s life that comes from grace, love and
is to provide a stable and secure acceptance.
life for Maya.
“I will never give up on my daughter,”
she says.

*Photo and names have been changed to
protect privacy.

God’s transforming gift
Wesley Centre Chaplain Jeane
Finnegan said the Wesley
Mission chaplaincy team assists
many families and individuals
who are struggling with complex
challenges.
“Every day at Wesley Mission
we share the gift of God’s
unconditional and transforming
love
with
thousands
of
individuals like Carly and her
family who find themselves in
difficult life situations,” she said.
“We are often privileged to joyfully
witness the powerful change
and reconciliation so evident in

Carly’s story in the lives of many
each year. It is an indescribable
gift that keeps on giving.”

and give them a desire to want
to share that love and grace
with others.

Wherever there is a need, Wesley Jeane said the power of
Mission
Chaplains
journey God’s love is profoundly
with people, offering emotional experienced within authentic
support during times of pain, family relationships.
struggle or grief as well as
“When family members encounter
celebration in times of joy. They
a new love, kindness, care and
are often privileged to see God
concern in their loved one it can
nurturing those with a lot of hurt
deeply impact their own hearts
in their lives.
and bring about transformation
When a person encounters and reconciliation,” she said.
God’s deep and abiding love and “It is very hard to dislike
His desire for their wholeness, someone who is genuinely trying
it can often touch their hearts to love you.”

Please join us as we celebrate Christmas!
Traditional Christmas Carols, Sunday 21 December
6 pm
Praise, Prayer & Preaching
Wesley Theatre, 220 Pitt Street, Sydney

Christmas Day, Thursday 25 December
9.30 am Wesley International Congregation
Wesley Theatre, 220 Pitt Street, Sydney

10 am

Wesley International Congregation, Ryde
Unit 5, 112 Talavera Road, Macquarie Park

10.30 am Wesley 10.30 am Congregation
Wesley Church, 220 Pitt Street, Sydney

Please visit wesleymission.org.au for details of other Christmas events.
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W

ith a beaming smile, Taylor chatters enthusiastically
about the university degree she began this year at the
University of Sydney. While many of her classmates may
have always aspired to university, Taylor had no such certainty.

As Taylor and her younger sister me—mainly about opportunities
Ashley grew up their mother to do things I wouldn’t have been
Lisa had debilitating depression able to do otherwise.”
and was unable to work. While
Taylor is just one of 4,000 children
home was a loving environment,
who have been mentored through
even putting food on the table
Wesley Aunties & Uncles since it
was difficult.
began 40 years ago. According to
“In childhood … I didn’t have many Program Manager Michelle Parrish,
opportunities to do the big things Taylor’s story is one of many who
that all my friends were doing,” comprise a 95 per cent success
Taylor said.
rate in matching children with
aunties and uncles.
When Taylor was four, Lisa went to
a community centre to find support “There’s lots of them out there—
and discovered the Wesley Aunties some huge stories, some smaller,
& Uncles program. This program but all great successes that we’re
connected Lisa with ‘Auntie and very proud of,” she said.
Uncle’ Maryanne and Robert, who
“There’s a lot of time, energy and
have mentored Taylor through the
effort and matching meters that we
program ever since.
have as a team to find a child the
Taylor would visit Robert and perfect aunt and uncle.”
Maryanne and their two daughters
Robert and Maryanne insist the
one weekend a month—a break
children are not the only ones to
from the challenges of daily life.
benefit from the program.
“We always loved coming and
“Taylor’s just brought another
visiting the dress-up box that
dimension—our children were
Maryanne had in her back room
growing up at this stage, and here
and we’d always put on fairy
we had a nearly-four year-old
costumes because we never had
come into the home and it was a
that stuff at home,” Taylor said.
very joyous time,” Robert said.
But Robert and Maryanne’s
“It’s been a lot of fun,” added
support has gone beyond fun
Maryanne.
activities: teaching Taylor how to
drive, contributing financially to The program has an impact with
maths tutoring, and providing her a value that is hard to measure
but aunties and uncles who are
with a quiet place to study.
actively present and supportive of
“Without Wesley Aunties & Uncles
children are part of the secret of
I don’t think I’d be able to go
this success.
to university, especially without
the support that my Auntie and “They’re constantly helping the child,
Uncle have given me and the and through difficult times—it might
encouragement they’ve given me be a change in school, moving
house, they’re providing that real
to fulfil my goals,” she said.
tangible support day in, day out.”
“When I hear the words Wesley
Aunties & Uncles, it means a lot to Taylor has also been transformed

by her Christian faith which has
been nurtured by her local church.
She joined the church at the age of
five, when her mother Lisa made a
commitment to follow Jesus Christ
and took her daughters along too.
Taylor says her mum’s faith has
helped her to persevere through
challenging and difficult times.
“In the day to day things she might
be down but she’ll comment on
how God’s helping her through
it and giving her the support she
needs,” Taylor said.

“I know that whatever
God chooses to use
me for is the right
thing,” Taylor said.
Taylor says she has grown
from having a ‘Sunday school
understanding’ to knowing how to
apply faith in her own life.
“My faith has made me more
hopeful because I know God has
plans for me,” she said.
She loves being a youth leader at
her church.“I hang out with the
kids and tell them about the Bible
and it’s been really encouraging to
see them grow and get to know
Christ more,” she said.
One day, she hopes to work
for a non-government organisation
using the skills Robert, Mary
and Lisa have encouraged her
to nurture.
9
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A

boriginal boys spear for Barramundi in a turquoise bay. A
dolphin breaches the surface only to be touched by a zephyr
that disturbs the morning glass.

Across the expanse of the Arafura
Sea north of Nhulunbuy lies Papua
New Guinea and Indonesia. Tamarin
trees abound: living monuments to
Moccasin sailors who traded with
the local Yolngu-speaking people
long before white settlement.
The azure belies the realities of
Nhulunbuy and its people: this
East Arnhem Land community is in
transition. Like the taste of Tamarin
is bittersweet, so is the history of
this place, and perhaps its future.
Mining company Rio Tinto is
leaving, the alumina refinery
is winding down and jobs are
going. The social and economic
challenges are many.
Fifty years ago Rio Tinto moved
in with a fistful of dollars and the
promise of prosperity. While money
flowed, social problems grew
as local Aboriginal communities
struggled with the breakdown of
traditional life and the entrapment
of western ways. Disaffection has
always been evident.

In the decades that followed
alcohol ate away at the heart
of the community. Later, petrol
sniffing and kava were embraced
by others. Domestic violence
was always present. Aboriginal
families and communities began
to collapse. Identity and meaning
were stripped away incrementally.

“We never had a name
for suicide: it’s not our
culture,” she said.
we walked the streets of our
community. We would walk the
streets, have a cup of tea with
people. People would go to town
and drink and then come home and
threaten themselves. We would
make sure we were there first. Our
goal was to prevent suicide: walk
the streets, visit families and wait
until we got a call or cry and we
would come to the rescue.

Janet Walk from the Nhulunbuy
Alcohol and Other Drugs Service
said death by suicide in the
community
often
occurred
within the context of alcohol and
drugs. “There’s a broader context
though and that context is intergenerational trauma as a result of “We used our mobile phone as a
colonialism,” she said.
torch to run after people in the bush.
We
said to ourselves, ‘we need to
In 2007 the number of people
run
in
and save this person’. There
who ended their own life rose
quickly. It was a cry for help. The was no thought. We’d just go.”
local Gunyangara community soon
had the highest per capita rate of
suicide in the world: this occurred
in a community which had no
spoken word for ‘suicide’.
Gayili knew the situation called
for steadfast and committed
leadership. Her people and their
future meant everything to her.

In 2009 the Gunyangara (Ski Beach)
and Galupa communities began to
have open discussions on country
to explore ways in which the
community could diminish suicide
in a way that was in line with
Yolngu practices and were
driven by Yolngu people.

“The elders at the time said they
(Rio Tinto) would go … and they
are going,” said Gayili Yunupingu,
“This
helped
maintain
honorary
chairperson
and “We never had a name for suicide: community ownership and
coordinator of the Galupa Marngarr it’s not our culture,” she said.
made people feel they could
Suicide Prevention group which
deal
with a crisis,” said
“The name suicide was found in our
has been supported by Wesley
Yvonne
Toepfer, a Network
community but it was not ours: it
LifeForce since 2011. It is one of
Developer
with Wesley
was foreign to our community.
40 local networks supported by
LifeForce Networks.
Wesley LifeForce across Australia. “Myself, my sisters and brothers
10
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“It’s a model of community
empowerment: of local people
working to develop appropriate
suicide prevention strategies at
a grassroots level. It’s a principle
that’s replicated across all Wesley
LifeForce networks.”
The community’s entry into suicide
prevention and intervention was by
necessity. Today the community
is suicide aware, and the stigma
related to talking about and
understanding suicide is being
demystified. Deaths by suicide
have been held to zero for at least
two years and the appreciation of
the Galupa Marngarr’s strategies
in addressing suicide is providing
support and success.
“We were searching for help,
someone to support us,” Gayili
said. A representative from
the Galupa group attended a
conference in Darwin in 2011 and
it was there she met with people
who recommended the support of
Wesley LifeForce.
“Wesley Mission’s LifeForce has
supported us a lot,” she said. “They
have been like a shepherd. We
took their rod and they led us. Now
it’s quietened down because of
my group and because of Wesley
Mission supporting us in reaching
out to the other people who
can help us in our work and
in being recognised
and supported by
the services and
agencies.”

Wesley LifeForce has supported
“It’s a model
the Galupa group in many
of community
ways: through networking with
empowerment: of local
other suicide prevention groups,
people working … at a
increasing discussion and support
for community-led solutions, and
grassroots level.”
helping to organise and find
resources for events. One of these “The community is now talking
was an event at Nhulunbuy Town about mental health: the clinic,
Hall on World Suicide Prevention the police and others are working
Day in 2011 which provided with us,” she said. “It’s a whole
suicide bereavement support community approach. People are
and prevention and attracted 300 drawing near because Wesley
people. It has also supported Mission LifeForce have been
cultural awareness across the networking and supporting us.”
sector regarding issues affecting
Gayili is part of the community
suicide, and formed partnerships
tribal organisation called the
with other service providers as well
Gumatj Association and it is a
as helping to source funding.
name synonymous with the region
The Galupa Marngarr Suicide and Australian music—Yothu Yindi.
Prevention group has been a Gayili is a well-respected elder and
model of what can be achieved a strong and hardworking leader of
and has taken its message to other her community. She was recognised
communities, like Groote Eylandt.
with a national award by Suicide
Prevention Australia in 2011.
A healing camp—Yudu Yudu—is
also being developed to support
and counsel young men struggling
with a range of issues which
can affect their risk
of suicide.
Gayili Yunupingu
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with the Rev Dr Keith V Garner

— Isaiah 9:2, 6-7 —

A

s we prepare for
Christmas, we are
prone to bring to mind
the endearing accounts
that are reflected in what we know
as the Infancy Stories and the
marvellous picture painted for us by
John in the Prologue to his Gospel
(John 1:1-14).
It takes a brave or perhaps foolhardy
preacher to choose to preach from
the prophets at Christmas. Yet,
when we consider the words of
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Isaiah in their original context, they
provide a wonderful insight into the
importance of what we celebrate
at Christmas. Throughout Advent,
we concentrate on waiting,
preparation, and expectancy and,
when we come to Christmas,
we stand taller and anticipate
something distinctive and fresh
from our Christian faith.
Life is frequently far from joyous
and so the accompanying mood
of Isaiah may well speak with

relevance to the world as we
know it today. Isaiah 9 contains
one of the best known Messianic
prophecies in the Old Testament,
but we might gain more from it by
considering the setting and nature
of the people who first heard it.
We read these words through the
eyes of a community of faith that
has discovered in Jesus Christ just
in whom and where light is to be
found. These words, which are still
relevant today, were written for:-

Wesley Impact! | Wordwise

People who live in fear
Fear is one of the characteristics
that will invariably appear in any
description of our life today. A
relatively short time ago, even in
Sydney, we were alerted to the
fear that is aroused by terrorism. It
was a wake-up call for us, as we
realised that this is the kind of fear
that millions across the world live
with every day.
The language and imagery of this
passage in Isaiah could apply in
numerous different contexts. “The
people” are not identified and I find
that helpful for, as John Sawyer
pointed out, these words could
speak “to anyone who can visualise
the coming of a Saviour”. 1

As we greet each other with the words ‘Happy
Christmas’ through the lens of Isaiah, we allow
ourselves to enter into the kind of happiness which
will never be shallow, but can be found even in the
most difficult of situations.
of evil, sin, suffering, distress and
death, then its application will soon
be understood, as Eugene Bay
made clear, “… they will recognise
the world in which they live: a
world of war, violence, torture
and prisoner abuse, terrorist
bombings, hubris or the wrongful
use of power. Worshippers will
know, not just the darkness of
the world, but the darkness of their
own lives …” 3

All of us want to lift the tone of
Christmas celebrations. We lament
the downward spiral of Christmas
into something that amounts to little
more than a commercial machine.
But how do we reverse the trend?
Perhaps we should revisit the
words of the prophet Isaiah, which
speak with great clarity about the
fear, darkness and hopelessness
that many people had to endure
then—and still do today. From this
place, we may reach out for the
hope which is Jesus Christ.

The prophet addresses a series of
transitions: from the despicable
So, our Christmas message to those to the honourable, from the In an interview, Desmond Tutu, 1986
who live in fear is of One who comes aggressive to the peaceful and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate and
to bring help amidst the various from darkness to light itself. Such then Anglican Archbishop of Cape
difficult situations of people’s lives. light is an indicator of the saving Town, South Africa, was asked if he
The challenging words in verses four action of God. It is not surprising, was hopeful about the future. At the
and five speak of trampling warriors therefore, that Christians down time, there were many indicators
and the context of oppression. At the years have taken hold of these that pointed in the opposite direction
Christmas 2014, this is not too far words and associated them with from hope. His reply, therefore, was
from the experience of some in our One whose light was spoken about striking to all who read it, “I am
in John’s Gospel. “In him was always hopeful, a Christian is a
world today.
life, and that life was the light of prisoner of hope. What could have
all people. The light shines in the looked more hopeless than Good
darkness, and the darkness has Friday? … There is no situation from
People who live in
which God cannot extract good.
not overcome it.” 4
darkness
Evil, death, oppression, injustice—
these can never again have the last
It may be a good exercise this
word,
despite all the appearances
Christmas to read verse two with People who live in hope
6
to
the
contrary.”
a present tense, as well as a past
Any journey through the season of
setting. Darkness is a metaphor
As we greet each other with the
Advent will rightly focus upon the
for depression and death on many
words ‘Happy Christmas’ through
theme of hope. No message of
occasions. We recognise that light
the lens of Isaiah, we allow
scripture seems greater than the
symbolises life and joy, which
ourselves to enter into the kind
hope that emerges from the words
comes to pierce such darkness.
of happiness which will never be
of the prophet. One writer pointed
Light is suggestive of the very
shallow, but can be found even in
out, “It is fitting that the final oracle
presence of God and Isaiah refers
the most difficult of situations.
speaks of the birth of the child who
to “a great light” (v.2).
was only promised at 7:14, yet
1.	Sawyer, John F A, Isaiah Volume 1,
These words are exuberant, as whose maturation and reign were
The Westminster Press, p.99.
they call us to something that will to figure in such important ways in
2.	Roth,
Wolfgang, Isaiah, John Knox
be true for all people. To those the days to come.” 5
Press, p.50.
who heard them first, the prophet’s
3.	Bay, Eugene C, Feasting on the
It is not necessary for us to be
words speak clearly to their own
Word, Year B, Volume 4, John
certain that the prophet knew at
situation. “The text envisions the
Knox Press, p.98.
the time precisely who he was
sudden end of Assyrian domination
4. John 1:4-5
talking about, for this message of
and celebrates the birth of a king
5.	Seitz, Christopher R, Isaiah 1-39,
hope is for all people. But those of
Interpretation Commentary,
as its cause.” 2
us who celebrate the coming of a
John Knox Press, p.87.
For those who worship at Saviour at Christmas recognise it
6.	From an interview with Desmond
Christmas, once the metaphor of as glorious light in the darkness
Tutu in Christianity Today,
October 5 1992.
darkness is assumed as indicative which surrounds hopelessness.
13
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X-Factor winner Dami Im to star on
Wesley Impact! TV on Christmas Day

S

inging sensation Dami Im
is set to light up TV screens
on Christmas Day as she
appears on Wesley Impact!
TV and sings the familiar carol
Silent Night, along with popular
Christian song I Give You My Heart
by Reuben Morgan.
Propelled to stardom by the high
rating talent show X-Factor last
year, Dami has since released two
albums, the first of which went to
number one on the ARIA charts.
The South Korean-born singer
shared her own family story on
national television earlier this year,
which saw three generations of her
family stepping across the frictionfraught North Korean border for
the first time.
Dami revealed that her North
Korean grandfather had travelled
to South Korea in his twenties for
a brief visit, but was prevented

from ever travelling back when
the Korean War began. The North
Korean side of Dami’s family has
remained a mystery, with this
year’s glimpse across the border
the only hint of the life and family
her grandfather had left behind.
Dami’s immediate family faced
challenges when they first moved to
Australia when Dami was nine with
her mother and younger brother,
having to leave her father behind
initially in South Korea to work to
support the family.
A committed Christian, Dami was
quick to attribute her X-Factor
win to God. “I don’t believe that I
won because I’m better than
everybody else. I just believe that
God has given me this talent for
a purpose,” she said at the time.
She began singing at Brisbane See Dami Im on Wesley Impact!
Full Gospel Church which she still TV, Christmas Day, Channel 9,
attends with her husband, Noah.
5.30 am.

Remembering Margaret Somerville

M

argaret Somerville, After the bombing of Darwin and
who as a missionary the command to evacuate came
courageously
led in February 1942, Miss Somerville
almost 100 children recalls she had no choice but to lead
across war torn Australia in the children in her care—95 orphaned
children—from
the
1942, died on 30 July, aged 101. indigenous
Methodist
mission
station
on
Croker
Her inspiring and courageous
journey from Croker Island down Island, across 5000 kilometres of
rugged Australian terrain.
to Sydney was recorded in her
book They crossed a continent, The extraordinary feat brought
and the ABC documentary Croker many challenges, such as ensuring
there was enough food and dealing
Island exodus.
with several flat tyres as the two
She was interviewed by the Rev Dr trucks the group were using rattled
Keith Garner on Wesley Impact! TV their way across the inland.
in April last year.
Miss Somerville said in her interview
“We knew that we were in God’s with Dr Garner that she was still in
care and there was only one thing contact with some of the children
to do and that was to keep going,” more than 70 years later.
she said. “We just had to do what
had to be done and trust God.”
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She recalled that her initial decision
to move to the Northern Territory

Margaret Somerville, “the Lord
called me.”

was another act of courage and
trust. “It wasn’t a case of me
deciding to go—the Lord called
me,” she said.
She was named a Member of the
British Empire and was also the
first Australian woman to receive
the Battle of Australia medallion.
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Premier signing ushers in new era for
homeless services

A

seismic change in the
way homeless services
are offered across NSW
was marked in July when
NSW Premier Mike Baird and
Family and Community Services
Minister Gabrielle Upton visited
Wesley Mission’s Noreen Towers
Centre at Ashcroft.

The NSW Government’s Going
Home, Staying Home reforms and
fresh funding arrangements were
underlined by the official signing of
the new contracts between the NSW
Government and Wesley Mission.

(From left) Premier Mike Baird, Wesley Mission CEO the Rev Dr Keith Garner,
and Family and Community Services Minister Gabrielle Upton with (at back)
State Member for Menai Melanie Gibbons and Casey Ralph, from partner
organisation, KARI Aboriginal Resources Ltd.

only maintained services for crisis
Wesley
Mission
successfully accommodation but addressed
tendered to offer services across the need for prevention.
a wider range of locations, winning
“Almost one third of homeless
six government contracts.
Australians who receive support
Under the new package, Wesley are homeless families—and that
Mission
will
be
providing number is expected to grow unless
homeless support services and there is greater early intervention,”
accommodation for families in the Dr Garner said.
Parramatta, Holroyd, Hills, Fairfield
“The new reforms will mean a
and Liverpool Local Government
more integrated approach and an
Areas, and on the Central Coast.
opportunity to break the cycle of
It will also continue to provide
inter-generational homelessness.”
inner city services and prevention
services in south-eastern Sydney. The awarding of the contracts
An exciting new initiative will be means that Wesley Mission’s
the Coffs Harbour and Bellingen annual funding for homeless
Homelessness Support Service for services will increase from $3
young people.
million to $6.7 million per year until
June 2017.
Wesley Mission’s CEO, the Rev Dr
Keith Garner, said the Going Home, The old service delivery model
Staying Home reforms had not meant homeless people were

required to move from whatever
accommodation they had to Wesley
Mission accommodation, meaning
breaking ties with communities,
schools and support networks. Once
clients finished a Wesley Mission
program they would have to find
alternative accommodation. The
new service delivery model means
people can stay in their communities
and the accommodation.
The new contracts will allow the
provision of dynamic, personcentred care by Wesley Mission to
even more people across Sydney
and beyond.
Each night, Wesley Mission
provides accommodation and
support to 400 people who are
either homeless or at risk of
homelessness.

Downsize your cares not
your lifestyle
Enjoy the lifestyle independent living offers
at a Wesley Seniors Living retirement village
As a resident at one of our villages you can look forward to the future
and a great life: daily social activities and events, care, comfort and
people with similar interests and values. We have villages located
across Sydney: • Alan Walker Village, Carlingford • Wesley Taylor
Village, Narrabeen • Frank Vickery Village, Sylvania

For more information or to visit one of our villages
call (02) 9857 2579 or visit wesleymission.org.au
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City memorial services provide solace and
space to grieve and reflect

The first Wesley LifeForce Memorial Service held in Adelaide drew hundreds of people from across the city and
South Australia.

P

eople from the cities when we grieve for those who have “One thing I do want to say is that
of Sydney, Adelaide brought their own life to an end, the we often blame God at such times
and Newcastle were pain can be all the more difficult.
and try to find a larger reason for
given the opportunity to
“Recovery or healing from loss by our pain. God’s grace is so good
openly grieve and receive support
suicide can be an extremely difficult and generous that he allows us to
during Wesley LifeForce Memorial
journey. The process of mending a blame him.”
Services.
broken heart doesn’t take a week, a
Now in its seventeenth year, the
World Suicide Prevention Day on month or a year but a lifetime.”
Sydney Wesley LifeForce Memorial
10 September provided the setting Among the other speakers at the
for the inaugural Wesley LifeForce event were Jill Chapman from Service drew people from all
backgrounds, each with their own
Memorial Service in Adelaide.
MOSH Australia (Minimisation of story to tell.
More than 250 people who Suicide Harm), and Sue Frazer
had been bereaved by suicide and Peter Sparrow who have been Singer and musician Scottie Paulo
sang words of beauty, trust and
gathered together in a spirit of bereaved by suicide.
comfort and hope.
As a gusty south-west wind blew love, providing a time for reflection
before grieving families and friends
Wesley Mission Superintendent across Semaphore Park and
cast
sunflowers into Sydney
the
old
pier,
participants
cast
the Rev Dr Keith Garner told the
Harbour.
sunflowers
into
the
waters
off
gathering that grief generated
Adelaide in memory of those lost.
mixed emotions.
A dove released into the sky by
In
contrast
the
following
day,
Sydney
Mrs Carol Garner flew high above
“Don’t be cruel with yourself and
Harbour
and
the
Opera
House
was
a
the harbour, circling the Opera
don’t expect too much and certainly
picture
of
early
spring.
A
sea
breeze
House and reminding us of peace
not too quickly,” Dr Garner said.
and warm sun were reminders of and hope during a time of grief.
“The loss by suicide of someone the constant love of God.
you care about is a devastating
A Wesley LifeForce Memorial
“We may find ourselves yearning
experience. It happens to all kinds
service was held in Foreshore Park
and longing for those we have
of people and is no indicator of
lost,” Dr Garner told the gathering in Newcastle East on 30 October.
deficiency in any family.
of more than 400 people. “In our It has been an annual event in the
“It does, however, leave relatives search for meaning, we try to find regional city for the past few years
and friends shocked and hurt. Grief reasons and somehow the answer and has been embraced by the
local community.
in loss is a normal part of life and, does not come.
16
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Minister visits Mums and Kids Matter

N

SW Minister for Mental
Health and Assistant
Minister for Health
Jai Rowell MP has
visited Wesley Mission’s Mums
and Kids Matter program in southwest Sydney.
The program is for new mothers
struggling with severe mental
illness and provides around the
clock support and monitoring while
allowing clients to engage with
the community and form valuable
support networks.
Mums and Kids Matter currently
has eight families living in its
accommodation as well as 12 clients
living in other communities in NSW.
The program has received strong
feedback from public health
agencies on its person-centred
care and holistic approach.
Funding

for

the

program

is

being provided by the Australian
Government through NSW Health.
The mothers and children in
the program are provided with
acute mental health support,
accommodation, long-term support,
mentoring, and specialist assistance
as well as wraparound services.
The Minister met with Wesley Mission
CEO the Rev Dr Keith Garner,
Wesley Health and Community
General Manager Chris England
and staff, and NSW Health (Mental
Health) staff to discuss the progress
of the groundbreaking program.
“Mental health is an issue which
runs across all Wesley Mission
services,” Dr Garner said. “We
are pleased the NSW Government
has made mental health a priority
and we have a Minister who is
genuinely committed to seeking
long-term answers to one of the
nation’s most pressing issues.

NSW Minister for Mental Health
Jai Rowell and Wesley Mission
CEO the Rev Dr Keith Garner

“The genius of Mums and Kids
Matter is that it deals with
the complexities of mental health,
provides ongoing support at
each step of the way, particularly
at transition points, and draws
together both community-based
and clinical models of care.
It is a whole of person, whole
of
family
and
whole
of
community response.”

Celebrating 40 years of
Wesley Aunties & Uncles

T

his year Wesley Aunties
& Uncles has celebrated
its 40th anniversary with
a special thanksgiving
service at the Wesley Centre.
Wesley Aunties & Uncles was
begun by Rose White in 1974 with
the aim of mentoring at-risk young
people. The program has helped
more than 4,000 children. Short of
funds and in danger of closing, the
program became part of Wesley
Mission four years ago.
A number of Wesley Aunties &
Uncles people were interviewed by
Keith Garner at the service about
their experience of the program.
A DVD was also shown featuring
Taylor Schulz who came into the
program at age four. Taylor, now

at university, reflected on how the
program changed her life.
During the joy-filled service Keith
acknowledged Rose White, clients,
staff and volunteers for making the
program such a success.
“What I find particularly positive
about Wesley Aunties & Uncles is
the fact that you can actually see
lives transformed,” he said.
“I’m extremely proud that Wesley
Mission is holding the baton that
Rose White has passed on to us.”
In November Wesley Aunties &
Uncles celebrated this anniversary
with a family fun day held at Wesley
Vision Valley drawing together
clients, and past and present
‘aunties’ and ‘uncles’.
17
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Wesley Gateway’s facelift will help
transform young lives into the future

W

esley
Mission’s
Gateway
Cottage
has
now
been
transformed thanks
to a $150,000 donation from the
Property Industry Foundation (PIF).
The renovations were recently
unveiled at the Lewisham site
to representatives from the
PIF, business, government and
Wesley Mission.
The CEO of Wesley Mission the
Rev Dr Keith Garner said the muchneeded refurbishment would make
life more enjoyable, comfortable
and secure for young people.
“Inside all the bricks, money and
mortar is compassionate care
which makes all the difference to
young lives,” Dr Garner said.
Wesley Gateway was established
in 1964 as a short-term childcare
centre for families in crisis. It cared
for 14 children in those early years.
“In the last 50 years families have
changed significantly but some
needs remain the same and have
different faces,” he said. “Care,
openness and a sense of family
is what we have been about at
Wesley Dalmar.”
The cottage now accommodates
a maximum of six young people,
five of whom are funded under the
Family and Community Services
Out of Home Care Program with
one placement funded by Wesley
Mission. Referrals come from
Community Services.
“While Wesley Mission is one of the
largest providers of Out of Home
Care in NSW, it also believes it
is part of the network of support
in the community, working in
partnership with Government and
other agencies,” Dr Garner said.
“The Foundation has provided
$150,000 for the much-needed
renovations which will make life
more enjoyable, comfortable and
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From left: General Manager of Wesley Child, Family and Disability Services,
Maria Maxwell, the Rev Dr Keith Garner, PIF National CEO, Rosemary
Smithson and Executive Manager of Wesley Out of Home Care, Nigel Lindsay.

secure for young people who have
experienced pain and trauma way
beyond their years.
“We all know the proverb ‘It
takes a village to raise a child’
and here at Wesley Gateway we
understand the work to raise a
child cannot be done alone without
on-site,
wraparound
clinical
and educational services and
partnerships with other agencies
and the broader community.
“These funded renovations will
help create a warm and secure
environment for young people
while they are away from their
family. Life at home can be a scary
prospect. Adjusting to life in a new
environment with new people and
behaviours can also be challenging.
“That is why an appropriate
environment is so important. The
physical environment helps create

a supportive environment. Change
is helped in many ways.”
Property Industry Foundation
National CEO Rosemary Smithson
said the centre would help young
people grow and change.
“Young people are close to my
heart,” she said. Ms Smithson
thanked the PIF Board of Directors
and Project Review Committee
who gave their expertise and time
to make the renovations a reality.
“We are happy to give the
money to change the lives
of young people who are
homeless, who have nowhere
to go and society doesn’t want
them. We are absolutely delighted
and we like this celebration today
because it has drawn together
our members who have worked
hard on this project. There is a
good feeling of achievement.”
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Building dreams to lift awareness

A

vibrant and inclusive
art exhibition designed
to raise awareness
about
people with
disabilities and their carers has
been held in conjunction with NSW
school students.
The ‘building dreams’ project saw
participants compete for prizes
and the winning artworks were
showcased in the exhibition in the
Wesley Centre, Sydney.
The top five works were each
awarded $150 prize packs from
Wesley Mission’s major partner in
the project Eckersley’s Art & Craft.
Prior to the exhibition, Wesley
Disability Services clients were
mentored by Sydney artist Sadami
Konchi to produce some beautiful

and very colourful works which
were also on display.
Melissa
Huntsman,
who
is
supported by Wesley Community
Living, said her zest for painting
came from the heart.
The Rev Dr Keith Garner said
that the art project recognised
the importance of art in assisting
people.
“Children and families who have
passed through the Wesley Centre
have been touched and inspired by
the art,” he said.
Dr Garner thanked participants
and spent time talking with Wesley
Disability Services clients.
Sadami Konchi said she was
passionate about advocating for
people with a disability and their
carers. She was glad to have the

Wesley LifeSkills client,
Elizabeth Bell

chance to develop the talents of
Wesley Mission clients.
“I wanted them to find the joy in
drawing and painting, have fun
and share that joy with others,” she
said. “Above all they can now take
the initiative and draw without me
and that is a wonderful thing.”

Psalms brought to life
in powerful performance

A

lmost 1,000 people
shared with the popular
and world-renowned
Christian band Sons
of Korah as they performed in the
Wesley Theatre in September.

Scriptures. While the band’s music
has been described as emotive
and reflective, it also speaks into
the postmodern world, challenging
us to reconsider and reflect upon
God’s Word.

A Saturday night performance and
two church services drew a mix
of regular congregation members,
staff and Christians from across
Sydney.

Between songs Jacoby talked
about the power of the Psalms
to speak to the challenges of the
world.

The band’s rich Middle Eastern
sounds filled the theatre, evoking
the origins of the Psalms. Lead
singer Matthew Jacoby’s voice
struck a chord with the crowd as
the band’s unique acoustic sound
brought the Psalms to life with
dynamic and emotive musical
expressions.
Sons of Korah have gained
a reputation in Australia and
overseas for providing a deep
and profound encounter with the

“Many of the Psalms come out
of difficult situations in societies
constantly afflicted with grief,” he
said. “They show the emergence of
faith from the turbulence of life.
“The Psalms reflect the tension
between the promises of God and
the reality of our situations. They
show faith that does not back down,
does not lower its expectations
and keeps persisting.”
Keith Garner said that the weekend
of music had been initiated after

he interviewed Matthew Jacoby on
Wesley Impact! TV.
“I’m thrilled that Sons of Korah
could perform at Wesley Mission,”
he said. “It was also a great
opportunity for people to come and
get a sense of Wesley Mission for
the first time.”
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Help us build stronger families
this Christmas
All she wanted for Christmas was to see her mummy smile.
Wesley Mission builds stronger happier families.
Please donate today and help children at risk this Christmas.
wesleymission.org.au/donate
Do all the good you can because every life matters

